Correlation between conformational stability of the ternary enzyme-substrate complex and domain closure of 3-phosphoglycerate kinase.
3-phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) is a typical two-domain hinge-bending enzyme with a well-structured interdomain region. The mechanism of domain-domain interaction and its regulation by substrate binding is not yet fully understood. Here the existence of strong cooperativity between the two domains was demonstrated by following heat transitions of pig muscle and yeast PGKs using differential scanning microcalorimetry and fluorimetry. Two mutants of yeast PGK containing a single tryptophan fluorophore either in the N- or in the C-terminal domain were also studied. The coincidence of the calorimetric and fluorimetric heat transitions in all cases indicated simultaneous, highly cooperative unfolding of the two domains. This cooperativity is preserved in the presence of substrates: 3-phosphoglycerate bound to the N domain or the nucleotide (MgADP, MgATP) bound to the C domain increased the structural stability of the whole molecule. A structural explanation of domain-domain interaction is suggested by analysis of the atomic contacts in 12 different PGK crystal structures. Well-defined backbone and side-chain H bonds, and hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions between side chains of conserved residues are proposed to be responsible for domain-domain communication. Upon binding of each substrate newly formed molecular contacts are identified that firstly explain the order of the increased heat stability in the various binary complexes, and secondly describe the possible route of transmission of the substrate-induced conformational effects from one domain to the other. The largest stability is characteristic of the native ternary complex and is abolished in the case of a chemically modified inactive form of PGK, the domain closure of which was previously shown to be prevented [Sinev MA, Razgulyaev OI, Vas M, Timchenko AA & Ptitsyn OB (1989) Eur J Biochem180, 61-66]. Thus, conformational stability correlates with domain closure that requires simultaneous binding of both substrates.